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Sound Technologies as Agency-Granting 
Prosthesis to Vocal Body

K R i S T i n A  WA R R e n

Recording and editing techniques have played a key 
role in vocal music. The fact that with a tape recorder 
it is possible to record a sound or sounds, isolate them 
from the original context, modify them and combine 
them with other sound elements from other contexts, 
has put the musician (and the singer) in a condition to 
listen differently to reality and to all those sound events 
that normally escape us because they are absorbed 
and masked by the action that produces them and the 
experience that causes them. 

–Cathy BeRBeRian [1]

The voice has historically been situated at cross-purposes 
with performer self-listening. Bel canto pedagogy construes 
vocalist self-listening as embodied feeling [2]. Similar ide-
als underpin vocal idioms around the world, from Korean 
p’ansori to digitized eastern european folk music [3,4]. al-
though many musicians may aspire to feeling rather than 
intellectualizing the music, this transidiomatic insistence 
that vocal music in particular cultivate a felt body is part 
and parcel of the historical and agency-erasing association 
between voice, nature, woman and inarticulacy [5–7]. De-
agentialization also results from the de-privileging of voice 
relative to composition and technology in Western music. 
For instance, recent projects to reclaim vocalist Cathy Ber-

berian for the twentieth-century experimental canon do so 
by reframing her as a composer [8]. and although the pairing 
of voice and recording technologies has paradigm-shifting 
potential, as Berberian incisively described in 1966, this po-
tential has been overshadowed by “disembodiment.” “Disem-
bodied voice” masquerades as a benign technical term but 
is in fact a reification of extant patriarchal understandings 
of voice.

Practitioners of extended voice, by contrast, use sound 
technologies (e.g. loops, delays, granulation, precomposed 
samples, pitch shifting, filtering and spectral modifications of 
voice, along with analog and digital synthesis) as a prosthesis 
to the vocal body. Precisely because voice has failed to incor-
porate cyborg theory’s notions of subjective, technologized 
embodiment, sound technologies prosthetically stand in for 
such embodiment. essential to the complex performative acts 
of extended voice (i.e. vocalizing, recording voice, processing 
voice and managing total sound output), the embodied act 
of self-listening accomplishes the integration of vocal body 
and technological prosthesis into a new cyborg whole. Works  
by extended voice practitioners Marie Guilleray and Maja 
Ratkje are prime examples. Guilleray uses sound technolo-
gies in short gestures to repeatedly and pointillistically ar-
ticulate the cyborg body, while Ratkje deploys the electronic 
prosthesis glacially (slowly and on a large scale), temporally 
emphasizing cyborg memory and stamina.

ReCoRded VoiCe And diSemBodimenT

across disciplines, Western writers very frequently use “dis-
embodied voice” to mean “recorded voice,” or sometimes 
“synthesized voice.” yet whereas “recorded voice” is a pre-
cise technical term in sound practice, “disembodied voice” is 
instead a crystallization of several patriarchal subtexts. First, 
this common use of “disembodied voice” simply means that 
there is audible voice but no visible body. Describing recorded 
voice as “disembodied” suggests that the invisible body is 
simply gone, which in turn ignores the corporeal labor of vo-
calizing and betrays an ocularcentric assumption that bodies 
are best or only apprehended through vision, not audition. 
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Western voice is historically de-agentialized, that is, gendered female, 
opposed to performer self-listening, de-privileged relative to composition 
and rendered ocularcentric by recording technologies. However, by 
employing sound technologies as prosthesis to the vocal body, and by 
self-listening to manage the body-prosthesis relationship, contemporary 
extended voice practitioners figure as cyborgs reclaiming vocal agency, 
that is, input into mediation of and by one’s technologized vocal body.
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Second, the varying stakes of so-called vocal disembodiment 
reinforce patriarchal structures of privilege and oppression. 
a “disembodied” male voice, for instance, represents “author-
ity, expertise, and reason” [9], while a female such voice re-
sembles “a scuttling rat . . . an intruder . . . a zoo animal” [10].

although sound artists and computer musicians do some-
times use “disembodied” to describe recorded instruments 
or telematic performance, “disembodied voice” in particu-
lar betrays a patriarchal anxiety that, if invisible, the vocalist 
may not be properly engaging with (i.e. feeling) their own 
sound. alexander Weheliye writes that “the recorded voice in 
contemporary mainstream R&B . . . reconstruct[s] the black 
voice in relation to information technologies” [11], an im-
portant step because Black people were previously excluded 
from positions of vocal-technological power. arguing that 
“perceived vocal gender is the primary generator of meaning 
in listening to voices,” Lucie Vágnerová suggests that Wendy 
Carlos’s work with vocoders is subversive particularly be-
cause it disrupts gender [12]. in other words, the negative 
valence of “disembodied voice” stems from the fact that when 
voice is recorded or otherwise technologized, corporeal Oth-
erness becomes invisible and the vocalist’s felt engagement 
with their own sound disappears.

Conversely, artists and scholars have fundamentally re-
evaluated “embodiment” in recent years, although not usu-
ally with respect to voice [13]. Works by performance and 
multimedia artists increasingly treat body as both medium 
and frame. embodiment is a subjective way of being a body, 
including the ability to break or question the body [14]. 
however, if recorded voice equals disembodied voice—
if vocal body owes its very existence to being seen by the 
viewer—then the vocalist never truly experiences that sub-
jective, mediated embodiment as theorized by cyborg art 
and scholarship. Given that the conversation around vocal 
embodiment has not kept pace with the larger conversation 
around embodiment, extended voice practitioners’ use of 
sound technologies is especially subversive.

AGenCy, CyBoRG, PRoSTheSiS

Voice is historically de-agentialized: gendered female, op-
posed to self-listening and, more recently, made ocularcen-
tric by recording technologies. (i note here that marginalized 
persons in general can and do have agency, although with 
substantial opposition from patriarchal, white supremacist, 
ableist and similar structures.) Recording technologies’ early 
and ongoing colonization of voice has inscribed the history 
and present of mediatized voice with patriarchal power dy-
namics, retarding the evolution of vocal agency even as cy-
borg agency came of age in the posthuman era.

Relevant themes from cyborg theory include: blurring of 
public-private distinctions, destabilization of “authorship,” 
and fragmentation and reevaluation of body normativity [15–
17]. But these insights have not fully resonated with schol-
arly and creative approaches to vocal agency. For disability 
theorist Laurie Stras, the mid-twentieth-century coincidence 
of microphone refinement and crooning popularization was 
pointedly not a result of individual vocalists’ agency (e.g. 

Louis armstrong, Connee Boswell) [18]. Vocal teacher and 
practitioner Diana Looser describes agency in Laurie an-
derson’s work as, ultimately, the power of conferring the 
microphone to other performance personae, i.e. working as 
technologist [19]. Other writers equate authorial, composi-
tional and technological work in vocal music [20]. While 
cyborg theory may view the microphone itself as an agency-
granting prosthesis to the vocal body, too often vocalists are 
excluded from technical decisions around microphone use, 
and are instructed instead, “Don’t worry about it; just feel 
the music.” The division of vocal and technological labor—
indeed, the vanishingly narrow range of acceptable actions 
by the vocal body—reinforces the vocal listening prohibition 
and deprives vocalists of input into their own cyborg status.

Thus, although “cyborg” is now a mainstay of both aca-
demic and popular culture, vocal agency remains in a state 
of arrested development. i take it as axiomatic that voice 
today is both mediated—nearly always heard digitized, of-
ten performatively referring to technology—and corporeal, 
and both in complex, fluid ways. yet vocalists are still rarely 
thought of as using technology to interrogate body [21]. Thus, 
i optimistically define contemporary vocal agency as “input 
into how one’s own technologized vocal body mediates and 
is mediated.” 

extended voice practitioners demonstrate agency by em-
ploying sound technologies as prosthesis to the vocal body, 
specifically replacing the embodied-technologized subjec-
tivity typically denied vocalists. My use of “prosthesis” lies 
somewhere between that of media theorists (prosthesis as 
metaphorical extension) and disability theorists (prosthe-
sis as importantly material but often paired with individual 
social experience and class profile) [22,23]. Through sound 
technologies, extended voice practitioners subvert the de-
agentialization keeping vocalists from influencing mediation 
of and by their bodies. electronic prosthesis in extended 
voice bears some resemblance to literary understandings 
of prosthesis. narrative use of the disabled body “allow[s] 
authors the metaphorical ‘play’ between macro and micro 
registers of meaning-making” [24]. Similarly, the text can 
indicate itself as prosthesis, yearning for the “personating 
subjectivity” of the photographic medium or the writerly 
body [25]. in extended voice practice, self-listening effects 
the cyborg symbiosis between electronic prosthesis and vo-
cal body, fundamentally recasting the cultural and material 
bounds of the body.

emBodied GeSTuRAl deCAy

French artist Marie Guilleray, based in the netherlands, 
expertly uses audio technologies to create space and im-
bue each vocal sound with a subtle temporal profile. her 
minimal setup—laptop and microphone and sometimes her 
novel glove controller—achieves a vast range of sounds. This 
streamlined approach to the electronic prosthesis draws at-
tention to the temporal interplay between vocalizing and 
controlling and to the timbral unification among varying 
cyborg sounds.

Guilleray’s solo work Entre chien et loup (voice, tape, live 
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electronics) [26] is a deconstruction of musical communica-
tion. Formal sections, which are often introduced by a struck 
metal sound and/or a recording of crickets, emphasize either 
intervallic or percussive content—possibly an interpretation 
of vocal vowels versus consonants. Throughout, live and pre-
composed sounds are artfully indistinguishable. The precise 
application of temporal audio methods to the live vocal signal 
(e.g. delaying enveloped bits of sound of varying lengths, cre-
ating a morphing collage) digitizes the vocal body and thus 
articulates the cyborg. in a departure from previous sounds, 
the last minute of the piece contains ingressive and egres-
sive breathing through cavernous embouchure, paralleled by 
continuous salivated lines. This particular cyborg manifesta-
tion recalls Berberian’s reference to frequent gestural “mask-
ing” of sonic nuances [27]. although the cavernous mouth is 
mysteriously evocative, possibly suggesting evil or injury, the 
juxtaposition with noisy, quasi-medical saliva sounds situates 
this squarely in the cyborg realm. The edges of body fray, and 
it is corporeal-technological interaction, rather than inferred 
emotional content, that comes to the fore.

Après la mer (voice, live electronics) is an improvisation 
with frequent collaborator Johan van Kreij [28]. Guilleray 
applies delay and transposition to her initial sung glissandi. 
at about 1:15 the voice becomes more cloud-like, with distant, 
reverberant delayed singing about a fifth higher than the ini-
tial material. Whereas higher vocal pitch often correlates with 
louder volume, Guilleray digitally inverts this relationship: 
The higher pitches are more distant and spacious. The ascent 
continues, with squeaked-sung pitches (approximately B5) 
treated with chorusing and delay. Guilleray’s cyborg breaks 
the ascent through granulation, or clustering of recorded vo-
cal bits, which prominently signals digitization. Later, fre-
quency modifications replace temporal work; for instance, 
a midrange sung line (vowels i and a) becomes gradually 
more digitized as a vocoder adds harmony. Overall, this piece 
consists of repeated short sonic evolutions from the acoustic 
to the electronic. Repeating this progression underscores the 
subtle performative and gestural abilities of the cyborg body.

GlACiAl PRoSTheTiC moTion

Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje of norway makes music char-
acterized by gradually evolving, and occasionally leaping, 
cyborg sound. Ratkje uses a relatively large setup, often in-
cluding laptop, microphone, controllers, analog synthesiz-
ers and mixer. Ratkje undertakes complex choreography to 
manage this wide range of equipment and sound, engaging 
most frequently with her in-mouth and handheld controllers. 
her exploratory cyborg complicates the temporal boundaries 
of vocal gesture.

Ratkje’s voice-electronics set at the 2013 Punkt Festival 
exemplifies her solo work [29]. in contrast to the relative 
stasis of the first 30 minutes, the final 10 minutes are mobile 
and serve to overlap vocal and analog sound. Removal of 
the looped a quarter-sharp sung u vowel (32:16) marks the 
start of this final section. high frequencies, from a looped 
finger cymbal sample and an analog oscillator, initially seem 
crucial. But Ratkje soon doubles back, introducing a new 
midrange sung vocal melody, while pulsing synthesized 

lines follow below. The vocal melody soon reaches its local 
maximum (39:40). The pulsing synth vies for attention, then 
reduces to a low, ominously mixed buzz, a transition covered 
by delayed saliva sounds. in the last two minutes, there is an 
ambiguous resolution as the music moves from the previous 
minor to a related major key; finally, the electronics drop out 
and Ratkje ends the set by singing “sa” on the upper tonic, 
B5. The steady, looped texture of the first 30 minutes is an 
integral preface to the high activity level of the last quarter 
of the set, in which analog oscillators initially parallel the 
voice and eventually conflict with it. all of this composes a 
complex manifestation of cyborg sound.

in the album Rasaka [30], a collaboration with jazz trio 
Säkä, Ratkje employs two primary techniques: nonexact 
loops (mostly sampling unpitched noisy sound—for in-
stance, saliva, consonants or hisses) and processed live vocal 
signal (either speech/yelling or nonlaryngeal pitched mate-
rial such as inhaled squeaks). Ratkje’s controller mapped to 
a Csound patch likely effects the detailed, nonexact loops, 
while bussing to distortion pedals permits real-time control 
of processing on the live voice. another key technique is im-
provisation with nonsignifying, often rapid clusters of pho-
nemes, such as “gada-gada-ga.” however, Ratkje thoughtfully 
deploys her cyborg status here, looping noisy hisses together 
with “gada” phonemes to undercut the traditional associa-
tions between speech, intimacy and the present. Live and 
sampled sounds ultimately become indistinguishable. Ratkje 
uses the electronic prosthesis to sustain and develop the en-
semble sound, a complex interaction fundamentally enabled 
by self-listening.

GloBAlizinG The PRoSTheSiS

extended voice practitioners are equally fluent in recorded 
media and live performance. Thus, future work should delve 
more deeply into the spectrum between liveness and record-
ing in extended voice practice. The notion of onstage record-
ivity will be a fruitful starting point. Moreover, larger cultural 
issues underpin the reception of intermedial extensions of 
voice. Due to the traditional Western associations between 
voice, Other, nature and inarticulacy, agential commentary 
on one’s own voice is often dismissed as mere noise or ug-
liness. extended voice uses sound technologies to redefine 
voice as a fundamentally agential instrument and will need 
to keep making this case in order to normalize the sound of 
agential female voice. 

Perhaps the largest questions at stake here concern ontol-
ogy of the vocal body. in their exploration of timbre and 
temporality, extended voice practitioners seem to reject any 
need for vocal sound to read as vocal. i consider this tim-
bral exploration central to extended voice, and future work 
must account for body normativity itself, including issues 
of disability. Berberian’s prescient 1966 statement [31] is a 
useful guide: Recording and other sound technologies allow 
us to listen differently to various realities, including voice’s 
de-agentialized history, along with its cyborg and anti-ableist 
potentials. Future vocal theory must acknowledge the trou-
bled history of voice but must also encourage technological 
engagement affirming a vast range of bodies.
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